Cherchez la Femme

By Dave Trevoott
October 23 will probably be the last big weekend of the year, with activity trailing off in the middle of November. Thus the following weekend will be a mixture of Halloween fun and the last opportunities to meet those elusive members of the opposite sex. For tickets; jacket and tie; 2 wings and a couple of isles from City Hall, Everett St.; 8-12 pm, $.75 admission. Dr. Benedict reports, with warmth and interest.

The delegation visited many prominent institutions, research sites, and scoreboards which had never been seen by Western scientists. Dr. Benedict estimates that the total amount produced in the Russian power plants to date is 33 million kilowatt hours, as compared to six billion kilowatt hours produced in U.S. reactors. There are six new reactors built or authorized in the Soviet Union, compared with twenty-three in the U.S. Dr. Benedict points out, however, that there is less need for nuclear power in Russia, which has extensive oil and hydroelectric power sources. In other related fields, the series, equal or unequal our efforts to linear accelerator at Stanford will have the highest energy of any in the world for the last five years, and as rated in the Bay, the seventy feet general accelerator being built at Berkeley will have similar eminence; and the nuclear fission process has a more usable rate than the American ship Savannah.

Dr. Benedict is convinced of the mutual benefit which can result from cooperation with Russian scientists in peaceful endeavors. Progress and friendly competition would be greater, and would serve to advance living standards in both countries.

AEC signs nuclear pact

Dr. Benedict visits Soviet reactors

The agreement was the culmination of a four-year effort to promote cooperation in the fields of nuclear research, controlled fusion, nuclear and solid-state physics, design and use of reactors, handling of radioactive waste, medical uses of radionuclides, and astrophysical research. The American delegation left for Moscow to sign this agreement on October 18, 1954. They were met everywhere by Dr. Benedict, with warmth and interest.

The delegation visited many prominent institutions, research sites, and scoreboards which had never been seen by Western scientists. Dr. Benedict estimates that the total amount produced in the Russian power plants to date is 33 million kilowatt hours, as compared to six billion kilowatt hours produced in U.S. reactors. There are six new reactors built or authorized in the Soviet Union, compared with twenty-three in the U.S. Dr. Benedict points out, however, that there is less need for nuclear power in Russia, which has extensive oil and hydroelectric power sources. In other related fields, the series, equal or unequal our efforts to linear accelerator at Stanford will have the highest energy of any in the world for the last five years, and as rated in the Bay, the seventy feet general accelerator being built at Berkeley will have similar eminence; and the nuclear fission process has a more usable rate than the American ship Savannah.

Dr. Benedict is convinced of the mutual benefit which can result from cooperation with Russian scientists in peaceful endeavors. Progress and friendly competition would be greater, and would serve to advance living standards in both countries.